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Abstract

The availability of fast and accurate geometric data
acquisition devices, such as the laser range scanner,
We present an approach for the reconstruction and has made it relatively simple to acquire the spatial
approximation of 3D CAD models from an unorga- coordinates of a large set of points from the surface
nized collection of points. Applications include rapid of a 3D object. Reconstructing a CAD model of the
reverse engineering of existing objects for usc in a object from this set of points is the subject of this
synthetic computer environment, including computer paper. Among the qualities we would expect from
aided design and manufacturing. OUf reconstruction such a model are the following:
approach is flexible enough to permit interpolation of
• It matches the topological characteristics of the
both smooth surfaces and sharp features, while placobject
ing few restrictions on the geometry or topology of
the object.
• It is geometrically accurate
Our algorithm is based on 3D Delaunay triangulations and a-shapes to compute an initial triangle
• It can represent both smooth, curvature continmesh approximating the shape of the object. A mesh
uous surfaces and sharp features such as corners
decimation technique is applied to the dense trianand edges, common in manufactured parts
gle mesh to build a simplified approximation, while
• It is suitable to be used in successive phases of
retaining important topological and geometric charthe design and simulation process
acteristics of the model. The reduced mesh is interpolated wit.h piecewise algebraic surface patches, which
Our algorithm is based on 3D Delaunay triangulaapproximate the original points.
tions and a-shapes [12] for extracting a triangle mesh
The resulting model is suitable for typical CAD from the set of points. a-shapes give a sound mathmodeling and analysis applications.
ematical definition to the vague concept of shape oJ
a sei oJ points, and can be extended to weighted sets
of
points to allow adaptive sampling (i.e. using a
1 Introduction
large number of points, with small associated weight,
The design, engineering and manufacturing planning in complicated areas, and a coarser sampling, with
of new products is more and more often carried out by larger weight, in simpler regions). We then apply a
computer simulation. A common need in this process mesh-decimation algorithm to reduce t.he number of
is incorporating existing objects into this eleclronic triangles in the mesh. The decimation is carried out
prototyping environment, to reuse them as part of a in a way that preserves sharp features and bounds the
new product, or to adapt and improve their design to distance of the decimated mesh from the original set
of points, while maintaining a good triangle aspectmeet new requirements.
ratio. The reduced mesh is used as the starting points
for
a polynomial-patch data fitting. For every trian·Supported in part by AFOSR grant F49620-9~-1-0080,NSF
grant CCR 92.22461, and ONR grunt N00014-94-1-0370
gle, we build an implicit Bernstein·Bezier patch of
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FIGURE 1: Some of the steps required by our algorithm are depicted in this figure. The
object has been sampled at about 10 1 points (a). An a-solid is computed (b) and then
decimated (e). Finally, polynomial patches are used to fit the data. Figure Cd) shows the
simplicial hull construction (sec Section 5.1. The final reconstructed model is visilble in (e).

low degree that interpolates the vertices and vertex 2
An Overview of the Reconnormals (if defined) and least-squares approximates
struction Algorithm
data points in its vicinity. The algebraic patches used
(cubic A-patches [2,3]) allow a simple formulation of
Our algorithm is based on the following three phases:
C 1 continuity constraints between adjacent patches,
and can model sharp features such as rectilinear sharp
1. Build an initial triangle mesh that interpolates
edges, piecewise-planar curvilinear creases and sharp
all data points, approximating the object shape.
corners.
We explain in Section 3 how to extract a trianguThe problem of reconstructing an approximation
lated a-solid from the data points (a technique
of an unknown manifold has been investigated by
based on a-shapes [12]). The triangle mesh can
many authors (for a review, see [6]). Several works fobe used to estimate normals at smooth vertices
cus on building a piecewise-linear surface [7, 8, 15, 21,
(by averaging the normals of incident triangles)
33]. Other methods use parametric or functional surand to detect sharp features (by looking at the
face patches for either local or global interpolation [5,
dihedral angle formed by two adjacent triangles).
16,20, 23, 26, 27J. The three-step method of Hoppe
Notice that for the dense surface sampling that
et af. [21,22, 20J is based on reconstructing the shape
we are interested in, these estimates are usually
of the object from an estimated signed-distance, folquite accurate.
lowed by an optimization of the piecewise-linear mesh
2. Decimate the mesh to reduce the number of triand by a data fitting step that produces a subdivision
angles, while guaranteeing good aspect-ratio of
surface.
triangles, bounded distance of the data points
A few papers (see [1,9,10,17,25,31]) use implicit
from the reduced mesh, and feature preservasurface patches.
tion. The technique used in our paper has been
adapted from [4]. The edges and vertices of the
Some of the advantages of our method with respect
reduced mesh will be "tagged" as either smooth
to existing techniques are the following: (i) Our algorithm does not require costly global optimizations,
(the surface is C 1 continuous across it) or sharp
and is therefore quite suitable for practical use. (ii)
(only Co continuity), and vertices arc classified
according to the type of incident edges and the
The reconstructed model is in a form that can be
easily used in successive analysis or modeling steps.
number and type of estimated vertex normals.

2

Section 4 describes the mesh decimation algorithm.
3. Compute for each triangle in the mesh above a
polynomial surface patch (an A-patch, see [3]).
The patch interpolates the triangle vertices and
estimated vertex normals. Additional degrees
of freedom are used to least-square approximate
other data points. We summarize definitions and
properties of A-patches in Section 5.1, and detail
this phase of the algorithm in Section 5.

Ca)

Cb)

(, )

(d)

An example of the reconstruction process is shown
in Figure 1. The simple object shown will be used as a
running example in the following Sections. (a) shows
the original points. The a--solid boundary and decimated triangle meshes are shown in (b) and (c). (d)
and (e) show the final reconstruction (In (d) patches
are randomly colored, and the simplicial hulf(see Section 5.1) is shown).

3

Building an Initial Triangle
Mesh

In the first pass of our algorithm we want to compute a triangle mesh, having the data points as vertices, that approximates the shape of the object. The
approximation is based on the assumption that the
point sampling is dense and uniform, so that one can
exploit vicinity to infer spatial relationships among
the unorganized sampled points. Our method is
based on 3D a-shapes [12J. An a-complex of a set
of points P, for a given value of the parameter a, is a
subset of the 3D Delaunay triangulation of P, and the
corresponding a-shape is its underlying space. Intuitively, an a--shape can be obtained as follows: Consider a ball-shaped eraser, of radius ..Jfr, and think of
P as a set of points in space that the eraser cannot
inter-penetrate. The 3D Delaunay triangulation of P
is a simplicial complex formed by tetrahedra, triangles, edges and vertices (3-, 2-, 1- and a-simplices, respectively). Imagine moving the eraser everywhere in
space, removing all simplices that the eraser can pass
through (remember that the eraser is constrained by
the data points). All that is left after the erasing constitutes the a-shape of P. Obviously, as a varies, one
obtains different a--shapes. For example, for a = a
the a-shape is P itself. For a = 00 one obtains the
convex hull of P. In fact, Edelsbrunner et af. [12]
show that varying i'l from 0 to 00, a finite collection
of a--shapes is obtained. Notice that in general an
a-shape is a non-connected, non-regular (i.e., having
solid as well as 2., 1- and O-dimensional parts) polytope, and therefore is not directly suitable for our

FIGURE 2: A simple example, for a
2D set of points (a), of the Delaunay
triangulation (b), a-shape (c) and
a-solid (d).

purposes. We therefore define the concept of an asolid:
Definition 3.1 Given a point set P, its Defaunay
triangulation T, and a-complex Sa, the a-solid lS the
underlying space of the tetrahedra (J' E T such that:
1.

(J'

E Sa, or

2. Any path (a space curve) from a point p in u to
a point at "infinity" intersects a triangle T E Sa'

Intuitively the a-solid is the collection of tetrahedra
that either belong to the a-shape or are contained
in a region bounded by a continuous collection of ashape triangles. Figure 2 shows a simple 2D example
of an a:-shape and associated a-solid.
Choosing the right value of a. The a-solid is
what we are really int.erested in, as we need a closed,
orientable manifold (the boundary of the polytope)
as our initial mesh. However we need to select the
value of a such that the a-solid best matches the
shape of the object. Depending on the value of a,
the boundary of the a-solid can be empty, or formed
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by several components, or not interpolate all data
In this work, we adapt the method of [4] to handle
points. We apply the following heuristic, which has explicit edge feature detection and preservation. The
proved to work quite well in practice:
resulting method is able to maintain a strict bound
on the distance between the original mesh and the
Select the smallest value of a fOT which ihe
surface mesh, as well as maintaining sharp features
a-sofid is connected and conlains all poinis.
in the reconstructed triangulation.
Sometimes, due to an insufficient sampling in areas
where small features are present, some points might 4.2 Algorithm Overview
become internal to the selected a-solid, and therefore
will not be interpolated by the boundary triangles. The algorithm for reduction follows the basic stratThe best solution for this problem would be to use egy of other "vertex deletion" schemes, and can be
weighted a-shapes [11] and adaptive sampling. Al- summarized by the following steps:
ternatively, one could use some heuristics to locally
modify the mesh and "snap" the triangle mesh to
1. initialize errors on all triangles to 0
the internal points. We have observed however that
for reasonably dense sampling this problem occurs
2. for each vertex 11
rarely, and introduces very small errors, and therefore decided to simply ignore those internal points.
(a) classify v according to vertex configurations
Figure l(c) shows the a-solid selected by the
in figure 3
heuristic for our example object. More examples are
(b) compute an initial triangulation of the
shown in Section 6.
neighbors of 11

4

(c) perform edge flipping to minimize the error
in the new triangulation

Decimating the Mesh

(d) compute sum of propagated error and introduced error for best new triangulation

Our goal is to approximate the dense polygonal reconstructed surfaces with a small number of patches.
We have found that the most efficient approach to
this problem is a two-phase stepwise approach. We
first compute a reduced polygonal mesh which represents the data to a desired degree of accuracy, and
second compute a piecewise A-patch surface representation which interpolates the reduced mesh, approximates the original points, and meets with the
desired continuity along the boundaries.

4.1

(e) if error is within user-specified bounds
delete

11

and surrounding triangles

add triangles of new mesh
update error values for introduced triangles

Mesh Reduction Overview

Surface mesh reduction is a general category of techniques designed to remove redundant information
...- "----_
......... ~_::-.,from a mesh. Geometric mesh reduction has been
--- .
::::-.--;
-- ,-approached from several directions. Optimization
..
methods [32, 22] have produced good results, but
their time-intensive nature leads us to consider more
Interior
Fenture Edge
Boundnry
practical methods. He et al. [19] sample a geometric object into a volume buffer which is low-pass filtered. Multiresolution surfaces are then extracted
from the volume buffer using traditional isosurfac·
FIGURE: 3: Types of candidate vertices
ing techniques. A broad family of"algorithms based
on local point deletion and retriangulation based on
geometric criteria are attractive for their ease of imIn the following subsections, we will briefly detail
plementation, ability to capture sharp features, and the steps of the algorithm and our extensions for
fast performance [28, 18, 4J.
sharp feature detection.
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4.3

Mapping between triangulations

Errors introduced by deletion of a vertex v are computed by establishing a mapping between the current triangulation about v and the retriangulation of
the neighbors of v. This is accomplished by normal
projection of the new triangulation onto the original
surface as indicated in figure 4. As shown in the figure, this projected triangulation effectively segments
the region surrounding a vertex into simple wedge
shapes. Due to the simple linear wedges, the maximal error (distance between triangulations) occurs at
the intersections of new edges with the original edges,
and need only be computed at these points. In one
exceptional case, the triangle which contains the vertex v which is being deleted, the error must also be
computed between v and the point which projects to
it.

as in [28]. In the case of two feature angles incident
to v, our initial triangulation is constrained to contain the edge defining the feature. If three or more
feature edges are incident with v, the vertex will not
be deleted.
Retriangulation proceeds by flipping interior edges
which decrease the error introduced by the deletion of
v. In order to maintain the computed features, edges
introduced according to the dihedral angle condition
are designated as "unflipable" .
With errors computed for each new triangle, we
now determine whether the resulting triangulation
exceeds the error bound specified by the user. If the
triangulation is valid, the candidate vertex and all
neighboring triangles are deleted, and the new triangulation is added to the mesh.

4.5

D

We need to tag edges of the decimated mesh that correspond to sharp features in the data, and to estimate
normals at vertices of the mesh. This information will
be used in the data fitting phase.
As we said above, sharp (rectilinear or curvilinear) creases are detected in the initial, fine mesh by
looking at the dihedral angle between adjacent faces.
Where three ot more edges meet at a vertex we have a
sharp corner. When an edge is recognized and tagged
as sharp, it is never flipped during the decimation.
Points between two adjacent sharp edges can however be removed, as long as the other bounds and
conditions of the decimation algorithm are satisfied.
Points removed along sharp features are kept in a list
to be used later in the data fitting step.
For every vertex in the decimated mesh we need to
estimate one (more in the case of a vertex lying on
sharp feature) normals. Some of the possible cases
arc depicted in Figure 5. The simplest case is that
of a smooth vertex. None of lhe edges incident on
the vertex is tagged as sharp, and the normals of
all incident triangles form small pairwise angles. In
this case a unique normal (computed by averaging all
triangles normals) is associated to the vertex. Notice
that even if all edges incident on a vertex are not
sharp, the vertex itself can still be singular. This
is for example the case of the apex of a cone. This
condition is easily checked by looking at the angle
formed by normals to pairs of incident faces. In this
case, no normals is defined for the vertex, and the
vertex is tagged as singular. A mix of the previous
situations occurs when two or more sharp edges are
incident on a vertex. These edges partition the region
around the vertex into sectors, for each of which we

_ iO

-: ----::/'\-=
- ... .
,

ProjecLion of New Triangulotion

SegmenUltion

FIGURE 4: Segmentation of mutual
projection

4.3.1

Geometric Error

Errors in the geometry are quantified by the signed
distance spanned by the mapping from one triangulation to another. We use the convention that a
displacement toward the "outside" (in the direction
of the normal) of a mesh is a positive displacement,
while displacement toward the "inside" is a negative
displacement. In this way, we are able to compute
the introduced geometric error incurred through retriangulation.

4.4

Feature Classification and Normals Estimation

Retriangulation

The first step in computing a retriangulation of the
neighbors of v is to compute an initiall.riangulation.
In order to accurately capture edge features, we modify this portion of the algorithm to detect edges in the
triangulation of v by computing the dihedral angle for
each pair of adjacent triangles incident to v. Edges
are classified as features by a given threshold angle,
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(0)

(d)

(0)

(f)

(b)

FIGURE 6: Three-sided «a), (b), (c)
and (d)) and four-sided patches ((e)
and (f».

(0 )

(d)

5
FIGURE 5: Feature classification
and normal estimations: A smooth
vertex in which a unique (average)
normal is defined (a). Two edges
along a crease (b); two distinct normals are defined at the vertex. Several sharp edges meeting at a corner
(e); each sector between two sharp
edges has its own normal. A singular vertex Cd); no normal is defined.

Piecewise-Smooth
Reconstruction

In the final step of our algorithm we fit. the data
points with polynomial patches. For each triangle
of the decimated mesh we compute a patch of surface that interpolates its vertices and estimated vertex normals if required by the continuity conditions.
We use a particular type of algebraic BernsteinBczier patches of degree three, called A-patches [3],
for our fitting. Here we shortly review definitions and
properties of A-patches. A more detailed discussion
can be found in the cited paper.

5.1

A-patches

A cubic Bernstein-Hezier polynomial over a tetrahedron can be written as [13]

will compute a separate normals. Again, the group
of triangles forming a sector can have similar normals
(therefore defining a smooth sector with a unique,
averaged normal) or rather divergent, in which case
the sector is singular and no normal is defined for it.

f(p) =
where ~ are the barycentric coordinates of p w.r.t.
the tetrahedron, and b>. are the Bhier ordinates
(or weights. A cubic Bernstein-Hezier polynomial has
20 weights). The regular lattice of Bezier points
().j3, b),) is called Bezier net and many properties of
these polynomials (E.g.) continuity between two adjacent patches) can be expressed in terms of geometric
conditions on this net.

In summary, we can say that the region around a
vertex can be divided into one or more sectors, and
each sector has an associated normals (undefined in
the case of a singular sector). Notice that normals
can be computed from the initial fine mesh, and can
therefore provide a rather good estimate of the surface curvature.
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FIGURE 7: Weights for a C 1 patch.

For example, two patches are CO-continuous across
a common face (or edge, or vertex) if and only if
each weight of one patch on that face is equal to the
corresponding weight of the other patch.
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for Co and C 1 continuity:

When relation (2) is satisfied, we say that the weights
involved are coplanar.

(ii) f and g are C 1 continuous at the common face
[PZP3P4] if and only if (1) holds and, for all .A ::::
0.AZ.A3>'4' I.A[ = n - 1,

We have just seen that an A-patch is defined inside a tetrahedron. We therefore need to build these
tetrahedra from the triangle mesh obtained in the
previous step. Notice that it is not sufficient to associate a tetrahedron to each triangle of the mesh, as we
need to fill the gaps that would be formed along the
edges of the mesh. We thereFore build two types of
tetrahedra: face-tetrahedra, associated with triangles
of the mesh, and edge-tetrahedra bridging two facetetrahedra which share that edge. The tetrahedron

A piecewise algebraic surface patch [29, 30] is the
region of the zero-contour of a Bernstein-Bezier polynomial contained within the tetrahedron, and an Apatch is an algebraic surface patch satisfying certain
smoothness conditions. In particular, A-patches are
LeDlDla 5.1 (see
[14JJ.
Let f(p)
::::
guaranteed, by imposing constraints on the values
LI,\I=n a,\B~(a) and g(p):::: LI,\I=n b,\B~(a) be two
of their weights, to be non singular (except where
polynomials defined on two tetrahedra [PIPZP3P4] and needed, see below) and single-sheeted. In particu[P~P2P3P4]' respectively. Then
lar, A-patches can be classified as three-sided when
a
segment connecting a vertex of the tetrahedron to
(i) f and 9 are CO continuous at the. common face
a
points on the opposite face intersects the patch at
[P2P3P4] if and only if
most once, and four-sided when the properLy holds
u), ::: b)"
for all.A = 0.A2.A3.A4' I.AI = n (1) ror a segment connecting two points on two opposite
edges (see Figure 6).

b,\+e, = /31a),+e,

+ /32a,\+e, + f33u,\+e3 + /34U,\+e.
(2)

where f3 = (f31 ,f3z, f33.fJA.)T is defined by the following relation

7

mesh obtained with this process is called simplicial hedron into 12 sub-tetrahedra. However, as only the
hull (see Figure led) for an example), and details on zero set of the polynomial is of interest, one does
its construction can be found in (3].
not need a complete mesh covering the entire space.
Furthermore, a vertex does not need to be fully covered by the trihedral corners of the incident tetrahe5.2 Data fitting
dra. A "incomplete" vertex helps introduce degreeOnce the simplicial hull is constructed, we need to bounded vertices as well. An effective simplicial hull
set the weights of each patch so that the surface is construction of this kind first appears in Dahmen [9],
C 1 (or CO in the presence of a sharp feature) and the and subsequently developed and used by Guo (17],
collection of patches apprm..i mate the data points.
Lodha [24], Dahmen and Thamm-Scharr [10], Bajaj,
CO and C 1 features can be mixed into the same Chen and Xu [3].
model, by appropriately setting weight and allowing
Figure 7 shows the scheme to set the weights of
patches with singular vertices/edges (weights around a patch under C l continuity constraints (the patch
the vertices/edges are all zero, compared to coinci- interpolates vertices and vertex normal of its base
dent control points in the parametric case). Figure 8 triangle). The sequence of steps involved is as follows:
shows how Co and C 1 features can be mixed to approximate a cube in different shapes.
1. Set weights ®'s to be zero so that the surSimilar to the trivariate interpolation case, Powellface interpolates the vertices. Set weights
'5
Sabin or Clough-Tocher splits are used to introduce
around each vertex according to its normal so
degree-bounded vertices to prevent the continuity
that the surface interpolates the normal. Set
system from propagating globally. Such splitting,
weights @ 's according to some optimal crite[lao
however, could result in a large number of patches. A
full trivariate Clough-Tocher split would split a tetra2. Weights CD '5, @ '5 and ® 's around [P2P3]
must be affine coplanar. Solve for ® 's according to the others.

<D

3. Compute weights © 's according to weights
@ '5, ® 's and CD's. Preset weights ®'s
to be positive enough so that weights © 's are
also positi ve.

•••
•••
(al

(d)

(b)

(e)

4. Compute weights (j) 's according to weights
@ 's and @ 'so Preset weights ® '5 to be
positive enough so that weights (j) 's are also
positive.

(0)

5. Set weights ® 's to be positive. Compute
weights ® 's by averaging © '5 and ® '5.
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Results and Conclusions

Examples of reconstruction of 3D models are presented and discussed in this Section.
Figure 9 contains a dense sampling of points from
a high-heeled shoe. The original sampling consists
of 2 . 10" points, uniformly distributed over the surface. The reconstructed piecewise linear object contains 17786 triangles. This linear approximation is
decimated to a rough approximation of 248 triangles,
while maintaining Co features and a surface distance
error of less than 1%. A total of about 1500 piecewise
Co and C J cubic patches interpolate the decimated
model and approximate the original set of points.
The entire process required approximately 2 minutes

FIGURE 8: Modeling with singular
A-patches. (a) Interpolating a vertex with a singular point. (b) Interpolating two vertices. (c) Interpolating an edge with a singular edge
on the surface. (d) Interpolating
two edges. (e) Interpolating a face
of a cube. (f) The A-patch surface
degenerates into the cube. All the
edges are now singular.
8

for the computation of the a-solid and successive decimation, less that a minute to set the weights of the
polynomial patches in order to satisfy the continuity conditions, and about 20 minutes to improve the
error of fit by least squares approximation of the original points. All computations were carried out on an
SGr Indig02.
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